Mathematical models of the skeletal muscle can support the development of neuroprotheses to restore functional movements in individuals with motor deficiencies by the mean of Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES). Since many years, numerous skeletal muscle models have been proposed to express the relationship between muscle activation and generated force. 
Introduction
Different approaches to model the electromechanical behavior of skeletal muscles with FES signal as inputs have been presented in previous studies [2] - [3] . Thanks to the development of biomechanics, different musculoskeletal human models have also been developed and available. The general musculoskeletal model of whole body and its dynamics computation method were established [7] - [8] . The effective computational algorithms were pursued for inverse and forward dynamics on the basis of efficient multibody dynamics-computation algorithms 2 [6] . In these works, Hill-type model [9] is normally used for the calculation of muscle force. In the HuMAnS toolbox (Humanoid Motion Analysis and Simulation toolbox developed at the INRIA Rhône-Alpes [1] ), a 3D biomechanical model of the human has been developed: the Human 36 model in which the mathematical muscle model proposed by DEMAR project [2] has been introduced. In this muscle model, Hill representation and physiological model based on the work of Huxley [4] are integrated and designed especially for muscle activation through FES.
Using the HuMAnS toolbox, we have modified the initial model in order to improve the output mechanical response. Input command and the force-length relationship were thus enhanced. Then, we observe the results of the modifications. In the first part of this article, we give a description of the HuMAnS toolbox and particularly the Human 36 model. Then, we describe the two models of the skeletal muscle we use, and we present the results and discussion of the simulation.
Materials and Methods

The HuMAnS toolbox and the Human 36 model
The HuMAnS toolbox developed at INRIA Rhône-Alpes offers tools for the modelling, the control and the analysis of humanoid motion, being that of a robot or a human. It is an Open Source software. It is composed of two parts: a first one which is the model generation and a second one which is the simulation, the control and the analysis tools. A 3D biomechanical model of human has been developed on this software: the Human 36 model. The Human 36 model includes the geometric, the kinematic and the dynamic model of the whole human body and also the interaction of the body with the environment [10] . The dynamic model is a lagrangian model [1] . The interest of using the Human 36 model for static or dynamics studies has been proved in a previous work [11] .
The mathematical model of the skeletal muscle proposed by DEMAR project for FES applications has also been implemented in the Human 36 model. Initially, it is the model proposed by El Makssoud et al [2] - [3] . As HuMAnS is an Open Source software, we are able to change the skeletal muscle model and to observe the results of the modifications.
Skeletal muscle models
The muscle models we proposed are composed of two parts of different nature [3] : first, an activation model describing how an electrical stimulus generates an Action Potential (AP) and initiates the contraction and recruits Motor Units, then a mechanical model describing the generation of forces and an evolution of lengths [3] (Figure 1 The contraction force generated by a muscle under FES is mainly modulated therefore by the stimulation parameters: intensity (i) and pulse width (pw). For this reason, the muscle model has these stimulation parameters as inputs, the generated force and active stiffness as outputs.
The skeletal muscle model initially implemented in Human 36
The command signal u(t) is shown on the Figure The recruiting rate depends on the width and intensity of the impulsion. Its value is given by [2] : The stiffness and the force of a muscle depend on its length: 
Then, we can compute from the command u, the recruiting rate α, the forces F c and F 0 , the stiffness k c thanks to the first and last equations of the system (eq. 3): The total force developed by the muscle is:
We propose here an evolution of the DEMAR skeletal muscle model presented as been developed directly from the Huxley [4] and the Hill models [5] and its parameters estimated on animal muscles. ed therefore to stick to the previous simple three phases.
artially decoupled:
above. This new model h
Compared to the previous ones, it includes a new recruitment function and more accurate dynamics, including a force-length relation at the microscopic scale.
A new command signal u(t) is implemented (Figure 4 ).
Fi
The contraction-relaxation cycle is consider
The stronger the intensity (i) and the longer of the pulse width (pw), the bigger the contraction of the muscle. We propose therefore a new recruitment function with these two parameters p 
Modification of the Activation Model
We have modified the shape of u(t) and α in are modeled: the quadriceps and the hamstrin means that at the beginning, the human body is standing and the legs are straight.
Then, for the two legs, we stimulate the hamstrings during 30m position after we simulate the quadriceps during 30ms to the extension position and so on... 
Conclusion and Perspectives
An initial skeletal muscle model for FES applic project and has been implemented in the Hum [1] ). As HuMAnS gives the possibility to test and different models of muscle, we simulate here an evolution of the activation model of this model, which is more in accordance with the physiological muscle behavior.
Even though we have already validated this model through experiments on rabbit's muscles, we will be able now to introduce t lirmm-00342335, version 1 -27 Nov 2008 this work.
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by the simulation and the results obtained with experiments on subjects performing induced FES movements. The model is also able to simulate voluntary contraction but it needs to be modified in order to accept EMG signals as inputs instead of FES parameters. This work is already under development. Table 1 . Maximum stiffness and force of quadriceps and ischio muscles p4
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